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CAMDEN COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS 
AND 
CAMDEN COUNTY COUNCIL #10 NJ.C.S.A. 
JANUARY 1,2003 TO DECEMBER 31,2007 
ARTICLE 
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2 
PREAMBLE 
This Agreement entered into thisi* day of June, 2004 by and between the CAMDEN 
COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS, hereinafter called the ^County", and 
CAMDEN COUNTY COUNCIL NO. 10, NEW JERSEY CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION, 
hereinafter called the "Union", has as its purpose the promotion ol^  harmpnipus relations between 
the County and the Union; the establishment of an equitable and peaceful procedure for the 
. . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . . .,. . ..... 3.L- i ' ;.• 
resolution of differences; and the establishment of rates of pay, hours of work, and other 
conditions of employment, and represents the complete* and final understanding on all the 
barg&uable issues between the County and the Union. f'-v; . 
ARTICLE! 
RECOGNITION 
The Board of Chosen Freeholders recognizes the Council as being the bargaining agent 
for the purpose of establishing salaries, wages, hours, and other conditions of employment for all 
of its employees in the.QlassijBcations listed and attached hereto and by reference made;a?part of 
this Agreement, and for such additional classifications as the parties may later agree In writing to 
include. The County shall notify the Union in writing prior to the creation of new titles, of new 
classifications of employees, or the filling of existing positions. 
ARTICLE n 
CIBECKrOFF 
The <$m®ty agrees to deduetifroin the salaries of its employeesv subject to this 
q&gi&s&e&fc; dues forihelMon. Sucfr ; 
N J $ . A ^ ^ ^ n 
A check-off shall commence for each employee who signs a property dated authorization 
card, supplied by the Union and verified by the Treasurer of the Union during the month 
following the filing of such card with the County. 
The aggregate deductions from all employees shall be remitted to the Treasurer of the 
Union together with the list of names of all employees for whom the deductions were 
made by the fifteenth (15th) day of the succeeding month after such deductions were 
made. 
If during the life of this Agreement there shall be any change in the rate of membership 
dues, the Union shall furnish the County written notice thirty (30) days prior to the 
effective date of such change and shall furnish to the County either new authorizations 
from its members showing the authorized deduction for each employee, or an official 
notification on the letter head of the Union and signed by the President of the Union or 
Local Representative advising of such changed deduction. 
The Union will provide the necessary "check-off authorization" form and the Union will 
secure the signatures of its members on the forms and deliver the signed forms to the 
County Treasurer. 
Any such individual written authorization may be withdrawn at any time by the filing of 
such withdrawal with the County Treasurer. The filing of notice of withdrawal shall be 
effective to terminate deductions in accordance with NJ.S.A. 52:14-15.9e as amended. 
The Union shall indemnify, defend, and save the County harmless against any and all 
claims, demands, suits, or other forms of liability that shall arise out of or by reason of 
action taken by the County or in reliance upon information furnished by the Union or 
official notification on the letter head of the Union and signed by the President of the 
Union or Local Representative. 
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ARTICLE HA 
AGENCY SflOfr 
The County agrees to deduct the fair share fee from the earnings of those employees who 
elect not to become members of the Union and transmit the fee to the majority 
representative. * ' 
The deduction shall commence for each employee who elects not to become a member of 
the Union during the month following written notice from the Union of the amount of the 
fair share assessment. A copy of the wiltten notice of the amount of the fair share 
assessment must also be furnished to the New Jersey Public Employment Relations 
Commission. 
The fair share fee for services rendered by the Union shall be in an amount equal to the 
regular membership dues, initiation fees, and assessments of the Union, less the cost of 
benefits financed through the dues and available only to members of the Union, but in no 
event shall the fee exceed eighty-five (85%) percent of the regular membership.dues, fees 
and assessments. — " 
The sum representing the fair share fee shall not reflect the costs of financial support of 
political causes of candidates, except to the extent that it is necessary for the Union to 
engage in lobbying activity designed to foster its policy goals in collective negotiations 
and contract administration, and to secure for the employees it represents advances in 
wages, hours, and other conditions of employment which ordinarily cannot be secured 
through collective negotiations with the County. . 
Prior to January 1st and July 31st of each year, the Union shall provide advance written-
notice to the New Jersey Public Employment Relations Commission, the County, and to 
all employees within the unit the information necessary to compute the fair share fee for 
services enumerated above. . . . 
The Union shall establish and maintain a procedure whereby any employee can challenge 
the assessment as computed by the Union. This appeal procedure shall in np way involve 
the County or require the County to take any action other than to hold the fee in escrow 
pending resolution of the appeal. 
The Union shall indemnify, defend, jaiid$dve the County harmless against any and all 
claims, demands, suits, or other forms of liability that shall arise out of or by reason of 
action taken by the County in reliance upon salary deduction authorization cards or the 
fair share assessment information as furnished by the Union to the County, or in reliance 
upon the official notification on the letterhead of the Union and signed by the President 
of the Union, advising of such changed deduction. 
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ARTICLEIH 
WORKSCOEBULES 
The regularly scheduled work week shaU consist Qf^rjty (30) through forty-eight (48) 
hbursp^r week as noted elsewhere in t t a s ;4^ work schedule shall be 
available to all employees as mutually agreed to by the affected employee, the employer 
and the Union. 
The regular starting time for the wprk shifts, willr^pt;bq^hanged without one (1) week 
1
 written notice, except in case of emejgenc^, tqt|]ier^ecte4 employee and without first 
having discussed the need for such changes with tfye.Ujaion. 
Where the nature of the work involved requires continuous operations on a twenty-four 
(24) hour per day, seyei^^ <lays per w^ek basis* ep?pl()y^s 30 assigned will have their 
schedules arranged, on Ihe^hift assigned in a manner which will assure, on a rotation 
basis, that all employees will have an e<pal share pf Saturdays and Sundays off, 
distributed evenly throughout the year insofar as practicable with a minimum of every 
other scheduled weekend off as long as the employee is assigned to a twelve (12) hour 
shift schedule. 
1 .\
 r For 24 hour operations only, if p y employee'si^orksche^^ all time 
\ y \ off which was pre-approved at the tiine of th$ chaijge sh^/be honored. la 
addition, if there is a mandatqry ch^ |p inr^eiQ^ after 
April 1 in any yeajr, the affected ^plpyee may pse hi^/her accumulated vacation, 
1
"' ' personal or compensatory time td m^nt^in a$ <^yspff their former regular days 
off which were contiguous to ttie previously approved vacation time."* 
Where more thaii one work shift per day within ar^ ycjti^ classifipatibn exists, employees 
wilfbe given preference of shifts in accordance m Such preference will 
-be exercised only when vacancies occur of wheii for other reasons changes in the number 
of employees per shift are being made. In no instance, however, will a senior employee 
be required to wait longer than one (1) year m ordejr to exercise his or her preference of 
* shift 6ver a less senior employee but such preference >may only be exercised once within 
aiiy twelve (12) month period and may not ^ 
shift change more than once within any twelve (12) month period. 
All employees covered by the Agreement; sh&ll receive a salary predicated on the 
appropriate hourly rate for their title multiplied by the .actual number of hours that 
comprise their scheduled WOTIS week, . 
Dispatchers covered by this Agreement who are employed at the Camden County 
Communications Center shall work a twelve (12) hour shift and the daily benefits of such 
employees such as vacations, sick days, etc., shall accordingly reflect this length of shift. 
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ARTICLE HI cont'd 
For example a twelve (12) hour shift employee will receive two (2) sick days for each 
three (3) received by an eight (8) hoiir shift employee. However, with respect to 
discipline, a day shall be considered eight J(8) hours. The County may discontinue the 
aforementioned twelve (12) hour sMft; ' J j i . . 
G. ^ Employees who receive an unpaid lunch m&y elect with the agreement 6f theemployee, 
the employer and the Union to have either a one hour or a one-half hour lunch pmod. 
Such election shall remain in effect for a minimum of six months 
H. Employees who work sixteen (16) or more consecutive hours shall be given at least an 
eight (8) hour break before being required to report back to work. If an employee has 
worjked sixteen (16) or more consecutive hours and is scheduled to return to work with 
less than an eight hour break in between, the employee may, upon notice to the employer 
at the end of his/her last shift, delay returning to work for up to two (2) hours by charging 
his/her compensatory time. If the employee does not have compensatory time, he/she 
, may charge vacation or personal time,: or if the employee has no such time, then the 
employee may use sick time or as a last resort be in no pay status. Jxx tfee alternative, 
employees who work sixteen (16) or more consecutive hours, and are scheduled to return 
to work on the next shift after an eight hour break, will be permitted to work twelve (12) 
. hours, from either 9 am to 9 pm, or 9 pm to 9 am as applicable, on the pext shift. This 
provisiQii shall not apply when employees are working in excess of their regular hours of 
duty because of weather conditions, a state of emergency declared by the President, 
Governor or Freeholder Director/OEM Coordinator^ riotous conditions or in the field 
communications unit. 
I. Employees with at least six (6) months of service as a PST can voluntarily agree to be 
scheduled to work every weekend. Volunteers shall be solicited through posting 
procedures. An employee's,agreement shall be limited to a one year period unless 
voluntarily extended. 
ARTICLE IV 
OVERTIME 
OYjerjti^ e refers to any time worked beyond th§ regular hours of duty and is granted only 
, WJ^an employee is ordered to work by a dep^i^nt tie^l. Employees who violate this 
section will be subject to Article XXEX, paragraphT4- (21 
T i n i e r PftSdN^ths- full time employee's^rate of pay sliall be paid for work under any 
of the ^
 ; ;*,) . , ., 
1. All work performed in excess of the employee's regular hours of duty in any one 
. d a y . : ' * ; > . - ' • ! 
2. All work performed in excess of the employee's regular hours of duty in any one 
work week. Hours for which tir&e and oneLhalf or double time is paid shall not be 
included in the^base weekly hours, ' . > < ' ' ' " 
3. All work perfosihed t>n Saturday and Sunday as such, except for those employees 
assigned on continuous operations.-** ° * •"~ 
« . > • ,» . ,-."* '" * *: ' , . . ; • ; - l V i | r 
4. - * Those employees whose regularly scheduled shift of duties requires them to work 
on a holiday shall1 receive time and one-half pay for the hours worked on that 
holiday, in Addition to the Hoiidaypay: Other employees who are required to 
work on a holiday shall receive tirtie and one-half pay for tlie hours worked on 
that holiday in addition to a day's pay for the holiday as such. Employees who are 
assigned to 24 hour operations at the Communications Center and who work New 
Year's Day (January 1), the Fourth of July, Veterans Day (November 11) and/or 
Christmas Day (December 25)r shalf be paid Holiday pay for their entire 
shift when their reporting time occurs'on' the actual legal holiday. 
Employees who are assigned to 24 hour operations at the Y6uth Center and 
who work New Year's Day (January 1), the Fourth of July, Veterans* Day 
(November 11) and/or Christmas Day (December 25) shall be paid holiday pay 
for the entire following shifts: 11 pm of the prior evening to 7 am on the 
holiday; 7 am to 3 pm on the holiday; and 3 pm to 11 pm on the holiday. 
Double time the full-time employee's regular hourly rate of pay shall be paid for work in 
excess of two (2) consecutive regular shifts or for shift work in excess of sixteen (16) 
consecutive hours in a 24 hour operation, but double time shall be paid in compensatory 
time only for such hours worked in excess of sixteen (16) hours. 
Employees shall have the option of taking compensatory time in lieu of cash payment for 
overtime. If an employee chooses compensatory time in any instance, the amount of such 
time will be computed on the basis as set forth above. Compensatory time off must be 
scheduled and approved by the Department Head. 
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ARTICLE IV cont'd . 
E. Overtime work shall be distributed as equally as possible among employees within the 
same classification. Employees may be required to work a reasonable atnount of 
overtime. An employee may be excused from an overtime assignment provided he has 
presented a valid excuse which has been approved by the Department Head,. However, 
the Department Head may require the employee with the least seniority to work an 
overtime assignment. 
F. Overtime shall be paid currently, or at least no later than the second pay period after 
overtime was served, if funds are available and if overtime pay has been agreed upon. 
G. If overtime appears excessive in any department, division, agency or work area, the 
County and the Union will jointly conduct a cost benefit analysis and make 
recommendations to the County Administrator to address the issue. 
H. With the exception of employees working at the Communications Center, voluntary 
overtime shall be distributed by classification and seniority from the most senior on a 
rotating basis beginning with the employee immediately following the last senior 
employee who worked. Mandatory overtime shall be distributed by classification and 
seniority from the least senior on a rotating basis beginning with the next senior 
employee immediately following the last employee who worked. In Communications all 
voluntary and mandatory overtime shall be distributed on a rotation based upon 
separately maintained alphabetical lists. At the Communications Center the practice of 
calling the first available personnel to fill vacancies where the need for overtime was not 
known prior to the beginning of the shift may be continued. 
Ir 
ARTICLE V 
CALL IN TIME 
If an employee is recalled to duty, he shall receive a minimum guarantee of three (3) 
hours compensation at the overtime rate, provided said recall duty is not immediately prior to or 
immed^ate^ylafter the employee's normal shift: The County shall have the right to retain the 
employel^n'dur^ < • - •-
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ARTICLE VI 
RATES OF PAY 
A. The pay scales for all employees covered by tWs Agreement shall be as ^ 
, currently exist but as modified byrParagraph I below. New or additional empldyeeis hired 
during the term of this contract shall be governed by the pay scale as set forth in the 
:; appropriate schedule. The lowest rate being paid in a classification shall be the hiring 
rate . «.. : - "':';' ' £,-': • ' ;- J~ '>'!-
B. In any case where a more qualified person is advisable, upon written request of the 
Department Head or Freeholder Chairman of the Department to the Board of Freeholders 
for approval, the Board of Freeholders may make such an adjustment in the hiring rate as 
they deem necessary to properly and justifiably fill a position. 
C. Rates of compensation provided for in these regulations are fixed M the basis of full-time 
service in a full-time position. If any position is, by acttori of the Board, established on a 
basis of less than full-time service, or ifi withthe approval of the Board, the incumbent of 
any full-time position is accepted for employment on a part-time basis only, the rate of 
• compensation provided;fb£ the p^sitioJi (unless otherwise stated) shall be proportionately 
reduced; in computing ttoeixate (^ edii^nsatidii payable for part-time service. 
D. The salary authorized under this Agreement shall be interpreted as exclusive of any 
longevity pay, authorized pursuant to statute. 
E. When an employee changes title, then his or her salary shall be adjusted to receive the 
same salary classification as the employee had in the former title. This provision shall be 
applicable to all changes in title within the County of Camden irrespective of whether the 
former title was covered by this Agreement. An employee changing titles after the 
signing of this Agreement whosfe former title tvas not subject to the same salary 
classification/step procedure contained in this Agreement, shall be placed in the salary 
classification/step which credits the employee with all years of service with the County 
and as if the employee had received a "satisfactory'' evaluation each year. 
F. An employee who is required to work in a higher paid classification than his own shall be 
certified for such work after he has performed said work for two (2) consecutive weeks, 
or for more than three (3) separate five (5) consecutive day periods during a calendar 
year, spending at least fifty percent (50%) of his time in activities under the higher paid 
job. Employees undergoing on-the-job training will not be considered as performing 
work in a higher paid classification. Such on-the-job training will not exceed twelve (12) 
consecutive weeks. Any employee Undergoing on-the-job training will be paid at the rate 
of his own classification. 
ARTICLE VI cont'd 
G. Those employees who, as a requisite of employment, are required by the County to wear 
specified uniforms (as opposed to conforming,to a specified reasonable dress code) shall 
eitfyeir be furbished those uniforms or r0eet^ a titnifctaii^lowance as set forth below. 
l ^ ^Ugwances shall be prQ-rated bpsed upon the aktuSI numbets of weeks on active 
pay status. The County will keep a record of the title or persons required to wear 
uniforms and will furnish a list to the Union President annually upon request. At the 
Cqunty's option, the County may proyide uniforms andjthe .maintenance thereof. If such 
option^  is exercised, the uniform maiijtenanceiallcjwattcfes of this Section shall not be 
applicable. .
 ;*,- _•; ,;, • • .•bJoa '^rl r • > r ''' ; 
1. Employees required to wear uniforms which are not supplied by the employer 
shall be granted a uniform allowance^ $300 per year for >2QQ3 which shall 
increase to $325 pet year effective the first pay period of-2004 except that 
employe^ working at the Youth Center apd/ot the Communication^ Center shall 
receive a uniform allowance of $(300 per year effective the first pay period of 
,; 2004 wtach sjkall ij\crease?to $650jper ^eap^ffectivejhe first pay period of 2005, 
K apd shall increase to $700 per year effective. the,firstpay pqriod odE2006; 
2. -x ^ ^ppj^yees inquired to wearrsmocks or; lab^oats *>r dfesigMted County issued 
shirts will receive one hundred dollaxs (^QO) per ye^r whiqh shall increase to one 
hundred and twenty-five dollars ($125) per year effective the first pay period of 
\ 2004. . . .5 .. , J ;^ t^ J . , . - . * . . *• .'£. 
' iv * 
\. , Employees required to wear smocks oyer work pants shall receive three hundred 
dollars ($300) per year which shall increase to three Jjutidred and twenty-five 
dollars ($325) per year effective the first pay. period of 2004. 
1 ' " " * * 
4. Employees required to wear tailored uniforms which are furnished by the 
employer shall receive two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for cleaning purposes 
,.
 v which shall increase to tfe^ ree hundred C|Q113ISI($3Q01 per year effective the first I 
,, \ pay period of 2004, and inc^aseftq thr^p Jtondred and fifty dollars ($3£0) per year 
the first pay period of 2006..n, / ] } ^ -
5. Employees required to wear wqrk shoes not supplied by the County shall receive 
one hundred and fifty dollars ($150)»per year. 
6. Building Maintenance Workers required to wear wiitfer jackets that would not 
normally be worn outside the work place shall receive one hundred dollars ($100) 
per year which shall increase to two hundred dollars ($200) per year effective the 
first pay period of 2004. 
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ARTICLE VI cont'd 
7. Investigators working in the County Medical Examiner's Office shall receive 
three hundred dollars ($300) per year uniform allowance starting in 2004; 
Any employee who reports to work #pt of u^ifoim will be subject to disciplinary action. 
H. Salaries authorized under this Agreement shall be interpreted as exclusive of maintenance 
s costs (rooms and meals) for employees, where applicable. All employees at the Hospitals 
shall be treated equally as far as practicable in regard to lunch hours. 
L Employees covered under this Agreement will receive pay changes or increases as 
follows: 
1. Effective first pay period of 2003 - 4% pay increase oh the hourly rate. 
2. Effective first pay period of 2004 - 4% pay increase on the hourly rate. 
3: Effective first pay period of 2005 - 3.5% pay increase on the hourly rate. 
4; Effective Grst pay period of 2006 - 3.5% pay increase on the hourly rate. 
5. Effective! first pay period of 2007 - 3.5% pay increase on the hourly rate. 
J. The employees hired during calendar year 1981 will receive the 1978 annual salary as 
modified by Paragraph I. Employees hired during calendar year 1982 will receive the 
1981 annual salary for the job classification unadjusted by the salary increment provided 
during 1982 in Paragraph I. All employees who are below Class HI in salary 
classification shall be subject to the step procedure as set forth below and shall be 
entitled, if qualified, to receive annual pay increments in addition to those as provided in 
Paragraph Iabove. 
1. The County shall institute a performance evaluation system beginning January 1, 
1987 for employees covered by this Agreement. 
2. Commencing January 1,1987, all employees below Class HI, on or about their 
anniversary date, shall begin the first step in the evaluation system by mutually 
establishing the performance description and performance standards for their 
position with their supervisor. If there is no mutual agreement, the supervisor 
shall have the right to establish the performance standards and performance 
description. 
3. Allemployees will be evaluated oh or about'their anniversary date beginning in 
1988 and the economic effect,lif any, of the step procedure will be implemented 
effective on the employee's anniversary date beginning in 1988. 
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ARTICLE VI cont'd 
4. Commencing in 19891, employees seeking the economic benefit of the step 
program shall be required to achieves performance level of "satisfactory" or 
above in accordance with the procedures outlined below. The performance 
is , standards to be applied shalltte as fol&wgJ v »?
 v 
fi a. r Beginning in 1989, all employees edve^ed by this Agreement who were 
c t ;"• ./ hired between January 1,1919 and DecenibefSl, 1981, shall have applied 
to them a performance standard Qf "satisfactory,, or above, on their 
anniversary date during the year 1989 and thereafter in order to move up 
one step. For the year 1989, all employees hired since January 1,1982 
must achieve a perfbpaanpp standard pi "better than satisfactory" or 
higher in order to move up one step. 
b. Beginning in 1990, all employees covered by this Agreement who were 
hired between January!, 1982 and December 31, 1984 shall have applied 
to them a performance standard of "satisfactory" or above on their 
anniversary date during theyear 1990,and thereafter in order to move up 
one step. For the year 1990* all employees hired .since January 1,1985 
must achieve a performance standard of "better tlian satisfactory" or 
higher in order to move up one step. 
c. - Beginning in 1991, all employees covered by,this Agreement shall have 
applied to them, a performance standard of "satisfactory" or above on their 
. adversary date during the year 1991 and thereafter in order to move up 
{ one.step. t r v , \A[] K ]> % j : , 
No employee may move more than one "step in the step procedure per year. 
6. All employees who hold a title where there, exists a minimum and maximum 
salary within each salary classificatiop shall effective on, their anniversary date in 
1988, have their salaries adjusted so as to receive the maximum salary for their 
,. salary classification. All minimum salaries forJhese positions shall be eliminated 
as of December 31,1938. All employees sp*affected sfyall begin the performance 
evaluation system as set forth in paragraphs 2 through 5 above beginning on their 
. anniversary date in, 1988 and(the economic effect, if any, of the step procedure for 
these employees will be implemented effective on the employee's anniversary 
date beginning in 1989. 
7. The provisions in Paragraph 4 above shalj be subject to Article XXV, Grievance 
Procedure through and including Step Three only. 
8. Step Procedure - Existing Classification 
(Present Class I) Step 1 
13 
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' 5. 
ARTICLE VI cont'd 
~3.75% increase 
(Present Glass II) Step 3 « ^ ^ ^ 3.75% increase 
3.50% increase 
^3.50% increase ' 
(Present Class II) 5 Step 6 T^S.top step on salary schedule 
9. Resource Center and OneStop evaluations will be due thirty (30) days after 
receipt of the performance statistics from the state. 
K. Employees hdlding a title pemanently, or provisionally for two years or more, who are 
laid off by the County and later recalled within seven years will receive the same salary 
classification as they had immediately prior to layoff, and irrespective of whether the 
former title was covered by the Agreement. Employees of the judiciary who were 
covered by this Agreement at the time they transferred to state employment as part of the 
state takeover of the courts shall be entitled to the benefits of this provision. 
L. Whenever an employee's wages are increased as a result of an increase in hours, such 
increases shall be implemented immediately on the effective date of the increase. 
M. Starting with pay period one in 2004, employees who are members of the Emergency 
Response Team at the Division of Health and who are on call during non-scheduled work 
hours shall receive $.75 per hour for such on-call time. Starting with pay period one in 
2004, employees performing HazMat response duties shall receive an additional two 
thousand dollars ($2,000) added to the base salary for their title. 
N. All titles which are designated "bilingual" shall be paid a minimum of $500 more per 
year at the top step of the salary step procedure beginning with the first pay period of 
2000 than the same title without the bilingual designation. Where a bilingual title exists 
but is vacant and the salary for that title is more than $500 higher at the top step of the 
salary step procedure than the same title without the bilingual designation, the salary for 
the bilingual title shall be reduced so as to establish the $500 differential at the top step of 
the salary step procedure. 
O. Effective pay period one of 2000, any shift employee working in a 24 hour operation at 
the Communication Center who is the A.O.I.C. and is designated to act as Lieutenant or 
is the Lieutenant and designated to act as Watch Commander shall be paid the rate 
applicable to that of the higher position for all hours spent working in the higher capacity 
so long as it exceeds one hour per shift. 
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ARTICLE VI cont'd 
P. Starting with pay period one in 2004, any ejnployee working in 24 hour operations who 
possesses the appropriate certificates tp function as a call taker and dispatch both police 
and fire/ambulance shall receive a five hundred dollar ($500) stipend annually. Any PST 
working at the Communications Center who is a certified trailing officer shall receive a 
$300 stipend annually. The selection of future certified training officers shall be at the 
discretion of management. j 
Q. Starting with pay period one in 2004, a new salary shall be established for state certified 
Alcohol and/or Drug Abuse Counselor titles, up to and including th§ Principal title in the 
series, which shall be $300 more per year, onbase, above the Alcohol and/or Drug Abuse 
v
 Counselor titles. ':. 
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ARTICLE VII 
INSURANCE 
A. The County may continue its self-insurance program or utiBze an ihsuraiice carrier so 
long as substantially similar benefits as exist under the 1979 contract are provided, except 
as provided below: 
1. Effective upon the signing of this Agreement, the prescription co-pay for employees 
shall be as follows: 
Employee Salary 
Under $30,000 
Retail Co-pay 
Brand Name 10% 
Generic 7% 
Minimum Co-pay- $3 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004- $12 
2005-$14 
2006-$16 
2007 -$18 
Mail Order Co-pay 
Brand Name 10% 
Generic 7% 
Minimum Co-pay - $6 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004- $13 
2005- $15 
2006- $17 
2007,- $19 
Maximum out of pocket cost to employee per year, per prescription card (includes 
costs for all dependents covered by the card): 
2004-$600 
2005 - $650 
2006-$700 
2007 - $750 
$30,000 up to 
$50,000 
Brand Name -ff% 
Generic 8%, 
Minimum Co-pay -$3 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004 - $14 
2005 - $16 
2006 -$18 
Brand Name 11% 
Generic 8% 
Minimum Co-pay - $6 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004-$15 
2005-$17 
2006-$19 
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2007 - $20 2007 - $21 
Maximum out of pocket cost to employee per year, per prescription card (includes 
costs for all dependents covered by the card): >i;
 5; -
"' 2004-$850 
2005-$900 
2006-$950 
•••• 2007 -$1,000 ! ! 
Employee Salary 
$50,000 to $70,000 
Retail Co-pay 
Brand Name 12% 
Generic 9% 
Minimum Co-pay -$3 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004-$16 
2005-$18 
2006-$20 
2007 - $22 
Mail Order Co-pay 
BraridName 12% 
Generic 9% 
Minimum Co-pay - $6 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004-$17 
2005-~$19 
2006-$21 
2007 - $23 
Maximum out of pocket cost to employee per year, per prescription card (includes 
costs for all dependents covered by the card): 
2004 - $1,300 
2005-$1,500 
2006 - $1,700 
- 2007-$1,800 
Over $70,000 Brand Name 16% 
Generic 11% 
Minimum Co-pay - $5 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004-$18 
Brand Name 16% 
Generic 11% 
Minimum Co-pay - $8 
Maximum Co-pay: 
2004-$20 
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2005 - $20 2005 - $22 
2006 - $22 2006 - $24 
2007-$24 2007-$26 
Maximum out of pocket cost to emplbyee per year, per prescription card (includes 
costs for all dependents covered by the card): v ' 
2004- $1,600 
-
 v
 2005-$1,800 
2006 -$1,900 
2007-$2,000 
The percentage co-pays set forth above are based on the retail and/or mail order cost to 
the County for the prescription purchased. Only one co-pay shall be charged for a mail order 
prescription for up to a ninety (90) day supply. 
After the retail purchase of three (3) consecutive months of a maintenance prescription 
drug, the prescription co-pay for such maintenance drug thereafter shall be twenty-five percent 
(25%) of the retail cost to the County for the prescription purchased, with no maximum, if not 
ordered through the available mail-in procedures. However, if the prescription drug cannot be 
prescribed for ninety (90) days or cannot be mailed then the employee shall pay only the 
appropriate co-pay (generic or name brand as set forth above). The decision of the County to 
require a maintenance prescription drug co-pay shall be appealable through the grievance 
procedure; .*' "• — •••— iSJ — • -*--" - • 
2. Employees and their dependents are encouraged to use generic prescription drugs. 
If a drug is on the state forinulary list and the doctor does not specify that only a 
brand name may be used, the pharmacist will substitute the generic equivalent, if 
available. If the doctor specifies "dispense as written", the pharmacist must 
dispense whatever is specified and the participant shall pay only the co-pay. If the 
participant, however, specifically requests a brand name, the participant shall pay 
the difference in price between the generic and non-generic prescription drug in 
addition to the co-pay. 
3. Employees are encouraged to utilize the services of "Preferred Providers". The 
County will be responsible for designating such "Preferred Providers". This 
program is strictly voluntary and shall not reduce the level of benefits currently 
provided pursuant to the County's self-insured health benefit program. 
a. Employees will be advised by the County of the designated "Preferred Providers" and 
may sign up on a voluntary basis at any time during the calendar year for one (1) full 
year. 
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b. Certain other "Preferred Providers" as designated by the County may be 
made available to enrolled and r*pn^^ 
case-by-case basis. - n ^ n t , r 
Notwithstanding the provisions of ($)P afeo$§e? employees may opt out of a 
"Preferred Provider" program dprijigitheperiod of open enrollment in 
order to enroll in an HMO programs ; c1 )£ 
In the eveat any participant covered by $ie Cpunty's, self-insured health 
benefit^ program contemplates any of the elective! (non-emerggncy) 
surgical procedures set forth b§low, a seQond,opinion by anpther qualified 
doctor is mandatory and must be submitted. If no second opinion is 
submitted, the County will only-pay for fifty percent (50%) of the total 
cost of said surgery and all relatedtreatmentand services. Participants-
 r . 
contemplating elective surgery whidi.requires a second qpiidon njust 
contact the administrator of the. Counfy'3. Self-Insured Benefits Program to 
arrange for said second opinion, whi<^ h shall be provided at no additional 
cost to the participant. ^,
 r » 
ELECTIVE PROCEDURES REQUIRING SECOND OPINION 
1. Bunionectomy 
2. Cataract Removal 
3. D & C (Dilation and Curettage) 
4. , Hemorrhoidectomy 
5. Herniorrhaphy 
6. Hysterectomy 
7. Knee Surgery 
8. Spinal and Vertebral Surgery 
9. Ligation? arid Stripping of Vari£os6 Veins 
10. Mastectomy or other Breast Surgery 
11. Prostatectomy 
12. Submucous Resection 
13. Tonsillectomy &nd/or Aderibidectomy 
4. 
a. 
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b. All hospitalizations of a non-emergency nature must be pre-certified to 
verify the necessity of, and authorize the length of, an overnight hospital 
stay before a participant enters the hospital. Participants or their attending 
1
 physicians must contact the Pre-certification Administrator to arrange for 
this pre-certification. Denial decisions by the Certification Administrator 
may be appealed to the County Director of Insurance who shall be bound 
by the employee's doctor, which doctor will have the final say as to the 
necessity and length of hospital Stay for the selected procedure. If any 
employee cloes hot follow this procedure, the County's self-insured plan 
will only pay fifty percent (50%) of thfe costs associated with the selected 
procedure. 
5. All of the elective {non-emergency) minor surgical procedures set forth below 
will be considered as covered benefits under the County's self-insured health 
benefits program only when performed on an out-patient basis unless the 
participants doctor certifies in advance to the progriirl's administrator, and in 
writing tb$t special n iedi^ 
' perfori&ed in a hospitalv ^ 
PROCEDURES WHICH MUSTBE PERFORMED ON AN OtlTPATIENT 
BASIS 
1. lb^ 
2. Simple hernia repair^ 1 /, ; ; : 
3. Excision of skin lesions and cysts 
4. Minor gynecological procedures 
5. Cataract Removal 
,§. Dilation and Curettage
 L 
J . Tubal Ligation 
8. Knee Surgery 
9. Bunionectomy 
10. Submucous Resection 
11. r Biopsies 
12. Correction of Hammer Toe 
13. Removal of Foreign Body 
14. Vasectomies 
15. Bronchoscopy 
16. Laryngoscopy 
17. Minor Fractures 
20 
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Where a participant is required by his/her doctor to undergo diagnostic tests prior 
to surgery being performed, to be considered a covered benefit under the County's 
self-insured health benefits program, such ]$e-admission, testing must be 
, performed on an out-patient basis unless the^articipant's* doctor certifies in 
advance to the program's adminis1xato;r,tandm-writing, that special medical 
circumstances require that the procedure, be^performed in a hospital. 
There will be no benefits paid under the, County's self-insured health benefits 
program for any treatment provided in a hospital emergency room except where 
the treating doctor certifies in writing thatsucji,treatment was necessitated by an 
accident or life saving emergency.
 f ; 
Participants in the County's self-insurecUiealth benefit program are encouraged to 
carefully review all bUlsfthey receive for covered benefits under the program. If a 
participant discovers an ..error in# bill subrnittedto tl^ e Administrator for payment 
. under the program, which results in an-overcharge to theCounty, the participant 
shall either advise .the Administratorin wriffng pf the eiror in Question or contact 
, the provider directly and have the bilL qprrected. IJppn the submission of 
acceptable written documentation, the participant shall be entitled to a refund of 
fifty percent (50%) of the amount saved as a result of the correction of the error, 
up to a maximum of $100 per bill; ; y : 1 
When any payment is made under the County's self-insured health benefits 
program, the County shall be subrogatecfcteall*the rights of recovery of the 
participants against any third party. Partfcipants will be required to enter into 
subrogation agreements to this effect&^ appropriate/ 
Effective January 1,1993, Mental Health tod Substance Abuse benefits under the 
County's self-insured health benefits program will be covered at a rate of 90/10 
co-insurance for both in-patient and out-pati&iit treatrfi^ rit, with each type of 
treatment covered equally. "-j :i 
Effective January 1,1993, benefits for chiropractic care under the County's self-
insured health benefits program will be limited to a maxinium of 12 visits per year 
unless a physician's order requires otherwise. V 
Effective January 1,1993, the County's self-insured health benefits program will 
change from a coordination of benefits program to a maintenance of benefits 
program. The new maintenance of benefits will apply when the self-insured plan 
is secondary for any dependent's medical claim or retirees claim. Maintenance of 
benefits means that the self-insured plan pays the balance of the claim up to the 
ARTICLE V n cont'd 
amount that the sehPinsured plan would normally cover - as if it were the primary plan. 
13. All new employees hired between September 5,1995 and the date this Agreement is 
signed shall be required to pay a portion of the premium cost for the health care and prescription 
coverageselected in accordance with the following schedule: >, 
Years of Employment Percentage of Co-Pay 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
20% 
18% 
,16%, 
il4%r 
12% 
10% 
8% 
4% 
0%.;..: 
All new employees hired after the date this Agreement is signed shall be required to pay a 
portion of the premium cost for the health care and prescription coverage'selected in accordance 
with the following schedule: 
Years of Employment Percentage of Co-Pay 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 , 
8 
9 
10 
11 
20%" 
20% 
17% 
17% 
13% 
13% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
0% 
The above co-pays for employees hired after the. sighing of this Agreement shall be 
limited to five percent (5%) of me employee'& gross base pay. 
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Prior periods of employment with Camden County and/or affiliated organizations shall 
count as "Years of Employment" for the purpose of determining the appropriate co-pay 
s t^ forth ffeove, ,. . * 
r :.'•:••'.v;.•.i'.,v;i .*: v- ; &o ' • : - , £ ' . * ' . l-"" '•'' 
14. Employees retiring with twenty-five :(25) or more years of service with Camden County 
and/or affiliated organizations and twenty-five (25) or more years of service credit in a 
state or locally administered retirement system, and employees retiring on an accidental 
disability pension, shall continue to receive fully paid health and prescription benefits. 
Employees retiring at age 62 or older with at least fifteen (15) years of service with 
Camden County and /or affiliated organizations; or retiring with at least ten (10) years of service 
with Camden County and/or affiliated organizations and twenty-five (25) or more years of 
service credit in a state or locally administered retirement system,; or retiring on an ordinary 
disability pension, shall continue todeceive health and prescription benefits subject to the 
following co-pays: 
Years of Employment Percentage Co-pay 
0-10 COBRA coverage only 
: JO up to 15 . . -25%;- . '•' . 
: > - •• •;.„••. T. ; J 5 u p t o 2 0 20% 
20 up to 25 5% 
25 and over 0% 
Prior years of employment with Camden County and/or affiliated organizations shall 
count as "Years of Employment" for the purpose of determining the appropriate co-pay set forth 
above. *1 
Any participant who is ineligible for retirement and who ceases to be employed by the 
County for any reason other than tefmination for disciplinary reasons may purchase such health 
benefits for a period not to exceed one hundred and twenty (120) days at a cost of fifty percent 
(50%) of the County's actual cost: Any retiree age sixty-five (65) or older who is receiving 
health benefits from the County thrdugh an HMO must enroll in a Medicare plan, if available, no 
later than three (3) months after retirement, and remain enrolled so long as the Medicare plan is 
equal to or better than the traditional HMO being provided. Retirees may change their health 
care provider during the annual open enrollment period or if they relocate to an area which is not 
served by their current provider. 
15. The yearly deductible applicable to"tl^)se employees enrolled in the County' 
traditional health insurance plan shall be .$200 Jpr Single eoverage/$300 for family 
coverage. 
B. The County will reimburse an employee on active pay status for the premium cost of 
the Medicare Plan when the employee or his spouse reaches age 65, but only for a 
maximum of a six (6) month period prior to retirement. The parties agree to reopen 
negotiations 
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with respect to this provision if the laws governing Medicare should change during the 
term of this Agreement. i r » 
The County will pay health insurance premiums for a plan providing benefits as required 
in Section A above for a County employee who has retired after twenty-five (25) years of 
service with the Couitfy. Any retiree age 65 or oldei; who is rcpeivMg health benefits from 
the County through an HMO must enroll in a Medicare plan, if available, no later than 
three (3) months after retirement* and remain enrolled so long as the Medicare plan is 
equal to or better tkm Jhe traditional HMO being provided. Retirees may change their 
health care provider^di^ing the annual open enrollment period or if they relocate to an 
.Area which is not sejryed by their current provider; 
1.,-/ The County will pay or cause to be paid to the Council #10 Health and Welfare 
Fund the sum of $350 per year for each employee who is a member of the 
representative or for whom the representative is the bargaining agent. 
2. The Representative agrees tosave^and hold harmless theemployer from any 
liability arising out of the administering of the fund to which thi# sum shall be 
paid on behalf of each employee as stated above, and further agrees to make 
available to the employer audits or reports dealing with said funds on June 30, 
1983, and each June 30th thereafter. 
Eligible employees covered by this Agreement may choose, in writing, at any time, to 
participate in the "Optional Health Benefits Program" ("opt out"). Participation in this 
program is totally volunta^yland is intended for those eligible employees who are covered 
by health insurance through a working spouse who is not also employed by the County or 
who choose not to maintain the County's health coverage. Employees who hold elective 
office and are receiving health insurance benefits as a result of their elected office and 
employees who are receiving health insurance benefits as a result of their retirement from 
another public entity in New Jersey are not eligible for opt out. r 
No health and/or prescription opt out is permitted for spouses or dependents if both are 
on the County payroll and would otherwise be eligible for benefits. However, such 
employees who are currently receiving opt out will be permitted to continue to receive an 
opt out payment until the first pay period of 2008, in declining percentage amounts over 
the term of this contract as follows. Upon the signing of this Agreement^  these employees 
will receive 80% of the amount they otherwise would have been paid as set forth in 
Section E(3) below. Effective the first pay period Of 2005, they will receive 60% of the 
opt out amount they would otherwise have received. Effective the first pay period of 
2006, that amount will be reduced to 40% and effective the first pay period of 2007, the 
amount will be reduced to 20%. Effective the first pay period of 2008 and thereafter, 
their opt out payment will cease in entirety. This schedule for the reduction and 
elimination of opt out payments for such employees will be applicable to both active 
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employees and those who retire during the term of this Agreement. 
1. If an eligible employee chooses to participate in this program and drops employee 
and/or spouse and/or dependent coverage, the eligible employee shall receive a 
.
 ;
 '
 r
 monetary incentive/ :-u: L-v~- "f ^L:~y :A'1 lh"*z l ; • ':f 
. . ' .. : : - ,:v-\'qr^xnt::joC •. - •  •••"••' 
: 2, , Eligible employees who opt to participateln tMs^ prdgfam must do so for'a 
* w> c„minimum>of one (1) year ata tiM& HQwfever^  if ah eligible employee chooses to 
.,- „ partkipate and then the spouse's^O^^ 
i ^ > , of termination,,the County will f^(ire4hi dijptoyeei his &r her spoused and/or 
dependents to coverage under the County's SMf-Misured Plan for the remainder of 
that year, effective the firsfoday qf the€dtowmgiit)nth. If the employee desires 
to reinstate HMO coverage he or she will be required to wait until the next open 
c , enrollment pejiodvlllae employee; cato opt out any timeduring the year but must 
remainin thrprogram"for one fell year.; „ ".V - • - -K« 
3. All employees who are entitled to receive opt out and are not subject to the phase 
put set, forth abovje and who electtfo participate shall fe$ paid the" following 
,
 : , amounts on a monthly basis: - ":: ; ,*: ->r \- ** e * ^ < * * 
Health Insurance : , ;. . . ; - '• - *' 
Change in Coverage Opt Out Amount Paid 
From"Family to No Coverage. ; •. i \.\ $415*83, -, .:: 
From Parent/Child to No .Coyerage . \ ., ,* 242.13 
Frpm Husband/Wife 4o No Coverage ,. 307.94 - — 
From Single to No Coverage . - r 143.16 
From Family to Parent/Child Coverage . 173.70 -
From Family to Husband/Wife Coverage-. ~ . ' 107.89 
From Family to Single Coverage, - - . * . , - 272.68' 
From Parent/Child to Single Coverage 98.98 
From Husband/Wife to Single Gpyerage,, . 164.79 
Prescription- Benefits ' < 
From Family to No Coverage - , . . : . - ', 
From Husband/Wife to No Coverage- . >: -. . 
From Parent/Child to No Coverage • _; -
From Single to No Coverage •..-,'..• 
From Family to Parent/Child Coverage 
From Family to Single Coverage 
From Parent/Child to Single Coverage 
174.33 
174.33 
102.63 
60.29 
71.71 
114.04 
42.34 
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4. The incentive payments provided shall be paid monthly and appropriate 
deductions shall be ijiade from the gross incentive amount. 
5. The optional health henefitsiprogram shall be available to all new eligible 
employees on their hire date and shall be available to all eligible curi^nt aiid 
prospective retirees under the same terms and conditions applicable to active 
employees. '*•.'•:• . • > 
6. The incentive shall begin to be paid to the eligible employee no later th rone 
montbafter the effective date of the option. : > 
F. Effective January 1,1993, the County of Camden will join or otherwise implement the 
terms of the New Jersey Temporary"Disability Program for all employees. : 
G. All participants in an HMO shall be subject to a five dollar ($5.00) co-pay for all visits 
to a primary physician. Effective upon the signing of this Agreement, all participants in 
an HMO and the PPO shall be subject to a ten dollar ($10) co-pay for all visits to a 
primary physician and a co-pay of fifteen dollars ($15) for all visits to a specialist 
H. Effective January 1,1999, the County shall provide as a covered benefit (1) 
mammograms once yearly for all female employees and/or dependents over age forty, or 
more frequently, or at an earlier age, if a physician so prescribes; and (2) pap smears of 
the type prescribed by the employee's or dependent's physician once annually or more 
often as prescribed by employee's or dependent's physician because of a particular 
medical condition and/or family history. A hearing exam shall be provided as a covered 
benefit once every two (2) years or more frequently if medically prescribed. 
I. Effective upon the signing of this Agreement, employees shall be responsible for extra 
costs, up to a maximum of $3,000, incurred by the County if there is a change in an 
employee's life status (divorce, death of spouse, etc.) which would affect their health and 
prescription benefits and the employee does not report it to the County Insurance 
Division within 90 days of the event. 
J. The County shall implement a Section 125 Premium Conversion Plan which will permit 
the payment of certain employee contributions in pre tax dollars. 
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the payment of certain employee contribution^ in pre tax dollars. 
K. Effective upon the signing of this Agreement, County employees who are the dependents 
an<P0| spouse of an eniplbyee or retiree receiving benefits as the result of employment by 
. Gmidm County, a Camden County Row: OfSce^the Ctoden County Mosquito 
Commission, the Camden County Superintendent of Schools, the Camden County 
Prosecutor's Office, the Camden County Health Services Center, the Camden County 
Library System, the Camden County Municipal Utilities Authority, the Camden County 
Improvement Authority, the Camden County Pollu&m Ctontrol Authority, the Camden 
County Superintendent of Elections, or the Camden County Board of Elections, and who 
are otherwise eligible for health benefits, must choose one type of health benefit coverage 
only and are not eligible for opt out 
L. Effective January 1, 2Q03> the County shall prpvide as a covered benefit all prescription 
contraceptive medications and devices. 
ARTICLE VIII 
;
 SICK LEAVE WITH PAY 
Sick leave may be used by emplbyfees who are unable to work because of personal illness 
or injury; exposure to contagious disease; Care, for a reasonable period pf tinfe, of a 
seriously ill member of the en^pJ6y^b!s iihmediate family; or death in ^  eniploype's 
immediate family, for a reasonable period of time. 
The term "immediate family" is hereby defined to include the following: mother, father, 
mother-in-law, father-in-law, brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, spousev child, 
stepchild, grandchild, grandi^^ ward, legal guardian, 
and other relative^ residing in the employee's household. With the exception of brother-
in-law, sister-in-law and stepchild, the above definition is intended to be the same as the 
definition of "immediate family" set forth in Section 4A of the New Jersey 
Administrative Code and shall be modified to conform with any changes, additions or 
deletions made to the Code.
 : 
Any shift employee who is absent for reasons that entitle himio sick leave shall notify his 
supervisor promptly, but not later than one and one half (1 Vi) hours before the 
employee's usual reporting time except in cases of extreme emergency where the 
employee is not able to do so. pth^r employees will provide the notification within sixty 
(60) minutes of their scheduled starting time. Failure to give such notice may be cause of 
denial of the use of sick leave for that absence and may constitute cause for disciplinary 
action. -. . - - ? 
? , 
Sick leave shall accrue for regular full-time employees at the rate of ojie (1) day per 
month during the first calendar year of employment and one and one-quarter (1 lA) days 
per month per year in every calendar year of employment thereafter, and shall accumulate 
from year to year. Part-time permanent employees shall be entitled to sick leave on a pro-
rated basis. Sick leave must be earned before being taken. 
If any employee is absent for five (5) consecutive work days (or after fifteen (15) days 
sick leave in any one (1) year for any reason set forth in the above rule), the County may 
require acceptable evidence qn the form prescribed. The nature of the illness and length 
of time the employee was absent, shall be stated on a doctor's certificate. 
At the discretion of the Department Head, the employee seeking sick leave for personal 
illness or injury may be required to submit medical evidence to substantiate his/her 
request so long as the employee is advised in advance of the requirement. Failure to 
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provide adequate medical evidence may Result i^tte^ denial of sick leave benefits, and the 
employee will suffer a loss of his pay for "any authorized time period. In the event the 
employe? has exhausted his accumulated sick leave $nd is sick, the absence may be 
c^arg^tx) tfieen^loyee's vacation, if any, jii^v^^th^t the employee agrees and further 
provided thai such use of vacation tiirje will np| jf^ e, ped to circumvent either the 
provMto§6r the intent of Arficle X^ 
G. Abuse of sick leave will be cause for disciplinary action. 
Hi Sick leave claimed by reason of quarantine or exposure to contagious disease may be 
1
 approved upOfi the certification of the local Public Health Department. 
I. •""-•' Full-time temporary employes in the County service shall be entitled to sick leave in the 
same amount arid for the sariie r6a$ons as provided for permanentemployees. 
J. Beginning in year 2000, employees regularly assigned to shifts in 24 hour operations may 
sell back their unused accumulated sick time up to a maximum of 15 days per year at 
their current rate of pay. Employees must submit their request to" sell back accumulated 
sick time by December 1 of the current year. Payment shall be made by the County no 
later than January 15 of the following year. These employees have the right to elect to 
continue accumulating sick leave as peir Civil sefvice rules pr take cash payment as 
provided above. " ' * . . • / '< 
K. Any employee who terminates service with the County with at least twenty-five (25) 
years of service and who is 55 years of age or older shall be entitled to lump sum terminal 
leafepay equal to one half oMie employee's earned and unused sick leave multiplied by 
his/her current rate^  of pay up to a maximum of $23,000. 
L. Effective January 1,1996, employees who do not use sick time in any calendar quarter of 
the year shall earn one (1) additional vacation day for each quarter where there is no sick 
time used. Employees who use no: sick time at ill during any calendar year shall earn a £ 
. ,f total of five (5) additional vacation d^ys for that year. Additional vacation days earned 
> shall J>e credited to the employee- s accdult as ©t January 1st of the following yeair. All 
vacation leave taken in that year shall be initially charged-'against this additional earned 
vacation leave, and then against earned vacation leave pursuant to Article XXI. No 
employee shall be entitled to earn additional vacation time in any quarter if during that 
calendar year the employee used 15 days of sick leave, unless that sick leave was used in 
conjunction with a hospital stay of tMee (3) days or more. Additional vacation time 
earned must be used within two (2) years of its being credited or it will be lost. The 
provisions of this Section shall not be applicable to shift employees working in a 24 hour 
operation. 
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A permanent employee whoietiters ttpoii active dut^in the United States Military S f^vibe in time 
of war or emergency or who is actively engaged in Reserve or National Guard duty v i^il be 
granted a leave of absence in accordance with law. 
ARTICLE X 
JURY DOTY 
EmplpyQe? sha]il be given time off without loss of pay when performing Jury Duty in the 
fbilpwing^circuiiistances: : ;^  : ' 1 ; / M 
1. In State Court, the employee shall serve without loss of pay and is allowed to 
retain any stipend for services. 
2. In Federal Court, the employee shall receive full pay plus a maximum stipend of 
five ($5.00) dollars paid by the Federal Court. All monies received by the 
employee in excess of five ($5.00) dollars paid by.the Federal Court in services as 
a Federal Juror shall be returned to the County Treasurer's office. 
Employees assigned to the second or evening shift shall be given their shift off without 
loss of pay when performing jury duty. Employees assigned to the 11 pm to 7 am shift at 
the Youth Center and to the 7 pm to 7 am shift at the Communications Center shall 
receive the shift off which precedes their jury duty unless the employee is scheduled off 
for that shift in which case the employee will receive the succeeding shift off. 
ARTICLE XI 
COURT TIME 
Employees shall be given time off without loss of pay when commanded to appear as a 
witness and not a party before a court, legislative committee, or judicial orquM^MiciaT 
body. > 
The provisions of Section A above shall not apply for appearances by an employee in 
connection with any activities noted in Article XXII. 
ARTICLE XII 
EMERGENCY LEAVE 
Employees shall be given time without loss of pay when performing civilian duty in 
relation to national defense or other emergency when so ordered by the Governor of the State of 
New Jersey or the President of the United States. 
ARTlCLEXni 
In the event of; the $eath o£an employee's mother, father, spouse, child* foster child, 
stepchild or step parent the employee shall be granted five (5) days off Without loss of 
pay, one of which shall be the day of death or day of the funeral/Bereavement leave must 
be used within fourteen (14) calendar days of death. f , . , 
In the event of the death of an employee's mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandmother, 
grandfather, grandchild, brother, or sister the employee shall be granted three (3) days off 
without loss of pay, one of which shall be the day of death or the day of the funeral. 
Bereavement leave must be used within fourteen (14) calendar days of death. 
In the event of the death of an employee's brother-in-law or sister-in-law, the employee 
shall be granted two (2) days off without loss of pay, one of which shall be the day of 
death or the day of the funeral. Bereavement leave must be used within fourteen (14) 
calendar days of death. 
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ARTICLE XIV 
Employees on maternity leave shall be granted earned and accumulated sick leave during the 
time prioritptbe iPipcted date of confinement mdMiroughithe period of disability as certified by 
an acceptable medical provider.in conjunction with any rights the employee may have under the 
state and federal family medical leave acts, y ! -
ARTICLE XV 
PERSONAL DAYS 
All bargaining unit employees shall enjoy four (4) personal days per yfear for personal, 
business, household, or famtily Matters descried ih this Article. Peiidnal days shall be 
non-accumulative. Employees working in the Surrogate's Office shall receive three (3) 
such personal days. 
Business means an activity that requires the employee's presence during the work-day 
and is of such a nature that it cannot be attended to at a time outside the work day. 
Personal, household, or family refers to matters when the employee's absence from duty 
is necessary for the welfare of the employee or his family. • 
Request for a personal day along with the reasons therefore^ must be submitted at least 
three (3) full working days in advance and is subject to approval of the employee's 
supervisor. Emergency days may be granted for an unforeseen occurrence which 
necessitates the presence of the employee and for which the individual had noprior 11 
knowledge and is unable to: resolve the situation outside the workday. Personal leave will 
not be granted if it interferes with the manpower needs of the department? 
A personal emergency day shall not be granted for a day preceding or following holidays 
or vacations. 
. Those employees working a twelve (12) hour shift and who sire employed at the Camden 
.County Communications Center shall receive twelve (12) hours for one of the four (4) 
personal days referred to in Section A of this Article. 
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ARTICLE XVI 
FRINGEBENEFITS 
A. . Each employee shall ;be entitled tp one fifteen l^iniiEite J>r§;ak for each half-day period 
^
 n p | Worfe (morning and afternoon and equivaleiitp^iqdsof shiftwork). Unused break 
times shaUnot be credited or accumulated. - ?$j/o\ \.:: 3' 
B. Employees required to travel on authorized, necessary County business and who are 
required to use their personal vehicle shajitbe reim|?uj;se(i at:the applicable IRS rate a mile 
plus out-of-pocket expenses. oinc ^  ;£ w6: * ;: 
C. Where employees, as a condition of theirJob,.ace^q#ic$d to use their vehicles for 
official County business* s$id employees-will declares#c$i use on their application for 
automobile liability insurance. Upon presentation by them of an invoice from their 
insurance qarrier evidencing an increased prelum for business coverage, the County 
will pay ten dollars ($10) to the affectqd employee on an annual basis1. 
. 1 -^ - \ r . \ ~ :: - ^ " ^ • / 
D. Employee pension contributions and repayment of loans from thet pension program will 
be deducted in equal payments from theiirst two (2).salary payments to an employee 
each month, *. ^ 5:^  < O; 
E. An employee who is assigned to work at a location outside Camden County shall be 
reimbursed at the applicable IRS rate per mile for the distance between the Camden 
, County border and thp assigi^d ^ o r k i o ^ 
7 route from the employee's regplar Camckn Cfijmty}\york location and the assigned out-
of-County site. t : * ; 
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ARTICLE XVII 
SENIORITY 
Seniority is defined as an employee's total length of service with the employer, beginning 
with his original date of hire;, Employees who are laid off by the County arid are 
subsequently re-employed by:the County in any capacity within seven years of tile 
effective date of layoff shalj repeive seniority credit for all time worked for the County 
prior to layoff with respect to all provisions of this Agreement. 
An employee having broken service with the employer (as distinguished from leave of 
absence) shall not accrue seniority credit for the time when he was not employed by the 
Employer. 
For employees with the same total length of service, seniority preference shall be given in 
alphabetical order of the employee's last name. 
The employer shall mountain an accurate, up-to-date seniority roster showing each 
employee's date of hire,, classifieation. and pay rate and shall furnish* copies of same to 
theRepresentatlveruponrequest. vj i •/ :r ; 
Except where New Jersey Civil Service statutes require otherwise, in cases where 
provisional promotions, demotions, lay-offs, recalls, and vacation schedules are 
concerned, an employee with the, greatest amount of seniority shall be given preference 
provided he has the ability to perform the work involved and further provided that the 
exercise of such will have no* adverse .effect on productivity. 
ARTICLE XVIII 
HOLIDAYS 
The following National Holidays are recognized as paid holidays when celebrated as 
hojidays:^ 
Mppqrial Day; Fourth of July; Friday h^ot^I^tmB Day; Columbus t)ay; 
General JBleetion Day; Veterans' Day; Thanksgiving Day; and Christmas Day. 
Holidays which fall within an employee's vacation period shall be celebrated at the 
* employee's option, either immediately before or immediately following his vacation 
/^ period;. ..--i.^v. ' " - .- '• ;: ':-. « •. i?r . o l c ^ v >: • 
It is understood that there shall be only one (1) day of celebration in the event the 
holidays are celebratedron a"day other than the aetu&lday of said holiday, and no 
additional day shall be received becausefof the adjustment t>ii the day of celebration. 
Holidays which fall on Saturday shall l?e celebrated on the preceding Friday. Holidays 
which fall on a Sunday shall be celetoftedonthe^fc^owing Monday^ ^ s shall not apply 
to employees working in 24 hours operations at the CfeiiiMihl^itints Center or the Youth 
Center. 
Whjen the Board of Freeholders declare by fbrmal alction a day off for all County 
^Eflnployees, those,who are required to work orfSbch a day off shall be given a 
. -QOpapeftsatory day at a later date: This provisidft haS no applicability wheri holidays are 
declared or granted pursuant to a contract With dthepRepresentative Associations or 
Unions. Employees who work more than one half the day will receive a whole day as 
compensatory time. The granting by the Board of Freeholders of a day off or a holiday in 
addition to those enumerated in Section A shall not be considered as a precedent and is 
subject to Freeholder approval each and every time such day off or holiday is granted. 
In order to be eligible to receive holiday pay as set forth in Article IV, Paragraph B, an 
employee must work the day before and the day after the holiday, unless he or she is 
specifically scheduled to be off because of assignment to a continuous operation shift or 
the employee is on an approved leave. If an employee is serving a suspension on a day 
before or a day after a holiday and as a result is disqualified from receiving holiday pay 
under this Section, the holiday shall be counted as a day of suspension. 
Those employees who are required by law to be off on Lincoln's and Washington's 
birthdays shall receive those days as paid holidays instead of President's Day, and shall 
be entitled to three (3) personal days under Article XV, Section A except as modified in 
that Article and Section. 
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Effective the first pay period of 1998, employees had their longevity pay added to their base pay. 
For purposes of this conversion, employees were entitled to longevity pay added to their base in 
an amount one level higher than they would ordinarily be entitled to based on their years of 
service/Employees who Had more than 20 years of service were entitled to a maximum of 
$i,6G0. - ••" - ' - '' "• ' - • ' : 
A R T I C L E ^ 
DIFFERENTIAL PAY 
Employees permanently assigned to the<2nd shift will be compensatedat an 
additional rate of 10% of the hourly rate provided such employee's regular work 
day schedule is seven (7) or more hours. 
Employees permanently assigned to the 3rd shift shall be compensated at an 
additional rate of 8% of the hourly rate, provided such employee's work day 
schedule is seven (7) or more hours. 
If an employee's hours of work overlap between the 1st and 2nd shift, for the 
convenience of the employer, differential pay shall be paid for those hours. 
Effective the first pay period of 1996, housekeeping employees permanently 
assigned to positions on the second shift shall receive shift differential equal to an 
additional five percent (5%) of their hourly rate which differential shall increase 
to ten percent (10%) of their hourly rate effective the first pay period of 1997. 
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ARTICLE XXI 
VACATIONS 
Employees in the County Service, except for shift employees employed in a 24 hour 
operation, shall be entitled to vacation as follows beginning in year 2000: 
1. Permanent Ml4ime employees in the County service shall be entitled to the 
following annual vacation with pay: 
a. Up to one year of service, one working day for each month of service. 
b. After one year and up to ten years of service, twelve (12) working days 
vacation. -
c. After ten years and up to fifteen years of service, eighteen (18) working 
days vacation. 
tr 4 . : - After fifteen year&andixp to twenty years of service, twenty (20) working 
days vacation. 
e.
 4 -After twenty years and up to twenty-five years of service, twenty-five (25) 
. y< ; working days vacation. -••••' 
f. , : After twenty-five years of service, twenty-eight working days vacation. 
2. Temporary full-time employees in the County Service shall be entitled to vacation 
leave to the same exteiit such leave is provided for permanent employees. 
3. Permanent part-time employees shall receive vacation leave on a pro-rated basis, 
in accordance with the above schedule. 
4. v Shift employees employed in a 24 hour operation shall be entitled to the following 
annual vacation with pay based upon prorated vacation entitlement as clefined in 
Article HI Section F if applicable. , . .' ^ ,' 
a. Up to one year of service, one (1) working day's vacation for each month 
of service. 
b. After one year and up to ten years of service, twelve (12) working days 
vacation. 
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ARTICLE XXI cont'd 
c. After ten years and up to twenty years of service, eighteen (18) working 
*,-:.' :. .•• days vacation. • ,• •• 
, d . ^ After twenty years of service, twentyTfiyg (2$) .working days vacation. 
B. In order to exercise seniority, vacation requests shall be submitted by the employee to his 
or her Department Head by Aprjl Is* sp that the ^^partfnQiit Head can prepare the 
vacation schedule for the calendar year. Failure to submit such a request by April 1st will 
result in-a loss of seniority/preference for the epiployee;Wae scheduling of all vacations 
is subject to approval of the employee's Department Head..Jtoravacations of one (1) week 
or longer the Department Head will advise the employee of the approval or disapproval 
of the requested yacati^L^ipie .*;. : % ;M S "^~ - *-~ 
C. Employees shall be allowed to use vacation time not accrued, in anticipation of continued 
r employment provided^that such fim&is schedMe&time wdthli^ipproval eif the 
Department Head. aioIiBo : < AID 
D. ^;^jsf^ff^l(^p ^[eshhaypg vacation credits, asum o^money eqtiatto the compensation 
figured on his salary rate at the time of death shall be calculated and paid to his estate. 
E. ; ^ ^^i^ijtiniejpanpQtbe used for sick time without the dxpress written corisent of the 
employee. 
P. Wh§r§ in &p^lendar ye#rr the vacation leay&pr|£pyip&rt thereof is not used, such vacation 
periods shall accumulate and any unused vacation resulting from the pressure of work as 
determined by the County may be csm^^om^dAntp the next succeeding year only and 
will be scheduled to be taken in the suqc^ding yegr. Denial of vacation tiine, shall be 
given to the employee in writing. If, in the second year, due to the pressure of work as * 
, determined by the bounty, the employee still h^y^umplated vacation, that will be lost, 
the employee Has a right to s^ ell that tijne pnl^, Si^h^recjuest shall be made in writing by 
'" December 1st. All vacation time taken shall be initially charged against vacation time 
earned in accordance with Article VDI, SectionX; and then against vacation time earned 
pursuant to this Article.
 : ^ . . • _... « 
ARTICLE XXII 
STRIKES ANP LOCKOUTS 
The Union hereby covenants and agrees that during the term of this Agreement, neither 
the Union nor any person acting in its behalf will cause, authorize, or support, iior will 
any of its members take part in any strike (i.e., the concerted failure to ieptiti for duty or 
willful absence of any employee frdiri his position, or stoppage of work, or absence in 
whole or in part, from the full, faithful and proper performance of the em|)ldyeefs duties 
of employment), work stoppage, slow-down, walk-out, or other illegal job action against 
the County. The Union agrees that such action would constitute a material breach of this 
Agreement. T 
The Union agrees that it will make a reasonable eff6rt to prevent its members from 
participating in any strike, work stoppage, slow-down, or other activity aforementioned 
or supporting any such activity by any other employee or group, of employees of the 
County, and that the Union will publicly disavow such action and order all such members 
who participate in such activities to cease and desist from same immediately and to return 
to work, and take such other steps as may be necessary under the circumstances to bring 
about compliance with the Union order. 
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to limit or restrict the County in 
its right to seek and obtain such judicial relief as it may be entitled to have in law or in 
equity for injunction or damages, or both, in the event of such breach by the Union or its 
members. 
The County agrees that it will not engage in the lockout of any of its employees. 
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ARTICLE XXni 
SAFETY AND HEALTH 
A. The employer shall at all times maintain safe and healthful working conditions, and will 
,.., prpyideejngloyees with any wearing apparel, tqols i^or devices reasonably necessary in 
qrder to insure their safety and health, including, fqr employees working in the Medical 
E. In the case of an emergency, affecting employees covered by this Agreement* declared by 
local police authorities, it shall be the Employer's duty to notify all Department Heads as 
soon as possible with respeqt,to an appropriate course of action. . , 
C. Employees must wear all safety equipnient provide^ to them by the County. Failure to 
do so sliall subject the employee to possible disciplinary action. 
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ARTICLE XXW 
EQUAL TREAT3V1ENT 
A. The County and the Union agree that there shall be no discrimination against attiy 
employee because of race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, or ^oliticMl 
affiliation. 
B. The County and the Union agree that all members covered under this Agreement have the 
right without fearof penalty or repjrisal to form, join, and assist any employee 
organization or to refrain froip any such activity. There shall be no discrimination by the 
County or the Union against any member because of member's membership m non-
membership or activity or non-activity in the Union. 
C. The County may establish reasonable and necessary rules of work and conduct for 
employees. Proposed new rules or modifications of existing rules governing working 
conditions shall be negotiated with the Union before they are established as provided by 
NXS.A.34:13A-5.3: 
D. This Agreement shall be equitably applied to all employees covered by this Agreement. 
E. The Union as well as the affected employee shall receive a copy of any disciplinary 
action and attachment(s) which are placed in an employee's file. All employees shall have 
the right to review their personnel files upon reasonable request. 
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ARTICLE XXV 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible level, an equitable 
spliitipn tp the problems which may arise affecting the terms and conditions of 
employment under this Agreement. 
Nothing herein shall be construed as limiting the right of any employee having a 
..; grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the 
department. The County and the Union Will meetpej^odically at either party's request to 
rdiscussand try to settle as many grievances as possible jpribr to a hearing at Step 3. Both 
parties commit to settle outstanding grievances witHout the time and expense of having to 
go through the process below. " 
1; With regard to employees, the term "grievarice" as Used herein means an appeal 
by an individual employee or the Association on behalf of an individual employee 
or group of employees, from the interpretation/^ 
policies, agreements, and administrative decisions affecting them. With regard to 
the County? the term "grievance" a$ used herein means ^ complaint or controversy 
arising over the interpretation, application, or alleged violation of the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. r
 f , r 
2. With respect to employee grievances, np grievance may proceed beyoncbStep One 
herein unless it constitutes a controversy arising over the interpretation, 
application, or alleged violation of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
Disputes concerning terms and conditions of employment controlled by statute or 
administrative regulation, incorporated by reference in this Agreement, either 
expressly or by operation of law, shall not be processed beyond Step One herein. 
The following constitutes the sole and exclusive method for resolving grievances 
between the parties covered by this Agreement, and shall be followed in its entirety 
unless any step is waived by mutual consent. 
Step One: The aggrieved or the Union shall institute action under the provisions hereof 
within fourteen (14) calendar days after the event giving rise to the grievance has 
occurred, and an earnest effort shall be made to setde the differences between aggrieved 
employee and the immediate supervisor for the purpose of resolving the matter 
informally. Failure to act within said fourteen (14) calendar days shall be deemed to 
constitute an abandonment of the grievance. 
ARTICLE XXV cont'd 
Step Two: If no agreement can be reached orally within fourteen (14) calendar days of 
the initial discussion with the immediate supervisor, the employee or the Union may 
present the grievance in writin^within fourteen (14) calendar days thereafter to ttie 
designated County representative^ Thi^ written grievance at this Step shdicbhtainthe 
relevant facts and a summary Of tte preceding oral discussion, the applicable Section of 
this contract violated, and the remedy requested by the grievant. The designated County 
representative will answer the grievance in writing within fourteen (14) calendarjdays of 
receipt of the written grievance. G 
Step Three: If the Union wishes to appeal the decision of the designated Courity 
Representative, such appeal shall be presented in writing within fourteen (14) calendar 
days thereafter to the Division of Human Resources to be scheduled for a hearing before 
a County designated Hearing Officer. The County and the Unicfn shall attempt to agree 
on which matters are scheduled for presentation to the County Hearing Officer on each 
hearing date. If no agreement is reached, each party shall have the right to designate fifty 
percent (50%) of the matters to be heard. 
Step Four: If either party wishes to appeal the decision of the Labor Relations 
Committee, such appeal shall be presented in writing to the County Administrator within 
[fourteen (14) calendar days thereafter. This presentation shall include copies of alj 
previous correspondence relating tor the mattet in dispute. The CouMy AdministMor, or 
Ms; designee, ^a l l responds within twenty (20) talbfidar days 
o dG>£the submission. Inithb case^Court employees, appeaTat this step shall be to the 
Assignment Judge; whose dedsiSn^tiallbe finals ^ ••'-•fTi-i ' 
Step Five: If the grievance is not fettled through Steps Oh6, Two, Three, and Four, either 
party shall have the right within fifteen (15) work days to submit the dispute to arbitration 
pursuant to the rules and regulations of the Public Employment Relations Commission. 
The costs for the services of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the County and the 
Union. Any other expenses, including but not limited to the presentation of witnesses, 
shall be paid by the parties incurring same. / 
E. 1, The parties direct the arbitrator to decide, as a preliminary question, whether he 
,., has jurisdiction to hear and decide the matter in dispute. ^ ^ 
2. The arbitrator shall be bound by the provisions of this Agreement and the 
Constitution and Laws of the State of New Jersey, and be restricted to the application of 
the facts presented to him involved in the grievance. The arbitrator shall not have the 
authority to add to, modify, detract from or alter in any way the provisions of this 
Agreement or any amendment or supplement thereto. 
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ARTICLE XXV cont'd 
The decision of the arbitrator shall be in writing with reasons therefore and shall be final 
and binding on the parties. . 
F. tjppfi^rioi: notice to and authorization of the* County ^ minigtrator, the designated Union 
^ ^ permitted to coijfej: wit|i ij^ ijjfegfs pf the. Grievance Committee, 
.*
 r e^^q^e^%:anid other County officid^on^e^iogrieygnce^in aecordanfcewith the 
^grievance procedure set forth herein, during wprk feours ^ employees, without loss of 
pay, provided th^ conduct of said business does not d ^ 
County of Camden or require the recall of off-duty. * -
G. The tiine limits expressed hereip,shallj>e strictly ^ cjh^ red, tp^ |f any?grievance has not 
been initiated within the time limits specified^ or if ikp g^evance is $ot processed to the 
next succeeding step in t h ^ g r i e ^ ^ c ^ r o ^ prescribed 
thereunder, then the disposition of the grievance atthe last presiding step shall be 
., deemed to be conclusive. If a decisip$ is j i ^ renctei^ witlUB the time limits [prescribed 
for decision at any step in< tlie giievancg prociedii:e, t l ^ j^g§bvantoe shallsbe deemed to 
have been denied. Nothing herein shall preyen;t£be partiesifrom mutii^ly agteetog to 
extend or contract the time limits for processing the grievance at any step in the grievance 
procedure. . . v; v ., ^ / * - •'.« « ^ j \ : .. 
H. In the event that the aggrieved elects to pursue remedies available through the Civil 
., Service; or EEO or Civil Rjghts cpmpl^int pjpcedureS,:the grievance shall be cancelled 
and Xke matter .withdrawn from this procedure*; Jt i§ agreed between the parlies that no 
arbitration hearing shall be cheld until after the jpxpiiation of at least thirty (30) calendar 
days after the decision rendered by the AdministratojDon the grievance, hi the event the 
grievant pursues his remedies through Civil Service, the arbitration hearing, if any, shall 
be cancelled and the filing fees and expenses incurred thereby shall be paid by the 
grievant or the Union. {i. ; : / 
I. The Union Representative will notify the Labor Relations Coijamittee in writing of the 
name of the employee who is designated by the Representative to represent employees 
under the grievance procedure. The employe sa designated by the Representative will be 
permitted to confer with other representatives, employees, and with the committee 
{representatives regarding matters pf emjOoyeerepresentation during wPrkihg houris 
without loss of pay for periods not>iti ex£6ss t>£thr6e (3) hourS per x^ eek in any calendar 
week. 
ARTICLE XXVI 
WORKERS1 COMPENSATION 
When an employee is injured on duty, and meets the qualifications for Workers' 
Compensation, theemployee will receive workers' compensation due him/her plus the 
difference between the amount received: as compensation and net salary dtiring the period 
of temporary disability, tp a maximum of forty-five working days. Employees entitled to 
Workers1 Compensation benefits under this section shall continue to receive a regular 
paycheck from the County subject to an assignment by th§ employee tof the Workers' 
Compensation benefits due and payable to^^ Mm/her for this period. ; 
In the event of continued temporary disability beyond the forty-five (45) day period 
aforementioned, the eligible employee will cqnti$ue to receive Workers' Compensation. 
If the employee is entitled to use and authorizes the County to charge time to 
accumulated sick, vacation or personal leave, the employee may receive the difference 
between the amount received as Workers' compensation and his/her salary, and shall 
continue to'receive a regular paycheck from the County subject to ao» assignment by the 
employee of the Workers' Compensation benefits for such period asthe employee has 
earned time to make up the difference between the Workers' Compensation benefits and 
his/her salary. 
An employee shall be permitted time off from work '^including reasonable travel time, 
with no loss of pay or deduction from the employee's accumulated leave, in order to 
receive medical treatment when the appointment has been scheduled by the County-or its 
Workers Compensation Carrier to take place during the employee's fegulafrwork day. 
ARTICLE XX¥II 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
It is agreed that the Board of Freeholders and Council #10 may meet from time to time 
upon, reasonable request of either party to discuss matters of general interest and concern, 
matters which] are not necessarily a grievance as iuetaSuch mefeting£ shall be initiated by 
written request of either party^ which shalFrefleccthe preciseia^enda of the meetmg. A 
seven (7) day advance notice will be given to Council # 10 dr the Board of Freeholders. 
The parties further agree tovestablish a Labdr-Managemeht^  Cptomittee to meet on a 
regular basis to discuss issues confronting the County aiid its work force. Topics shall 
include, but not be limited to, health care costs, layoffs, and training for displaced 
employees. Th6 Committee shall consist of a mufeailly atgt^d upon number of members 
with half designated by the County &d the other Mf designated by Council #10. 
Eniployees who are covered by this Agreement shall perform |he duties and 
responsibilities outlined in ^ 
for their positions. v ^ - . i - _ , . , , . . 
Agents of the Union who are employees of the County of Camden will be permitted to 
visit with employees during working hours at their work stations for the purpose of 
discussing Union representation matters, as long as there is no undue interference with 
the Employer's work. Whenever any employee of the County who is a.representative of 
the pnion£is mutually scheduled to, participate during work hours in negotiations; 
grievance proceedings, conferences or meetuig§,he shall suffer no loss inregiilar pay or 
be charged with sick leave or vacation time. Employees will be allowecTto leave their 
work stations up to one-half (1/2) hour prior to the meetings and will be required to return 
to their work station at the conclusion of the meeting provided there is at least one and 
one-half (1 Vi) hours of work time remaining. 
Delegates of the Union will be permitted to attend New Jersey Civil Service Association 
meetings and conventions, without loss of pay, in accordance with R.S. 38:23.2. 
Part-time employees are those individuals employed under 30 hours per week. 
Permanent part-time employees will earn vacation time, sick time, and personal days on a 
pro-rated basis. Temporary or provisional part-time employees do not receive personal 
days, vacation or sick time. Part-time employees employed under 20 hours per week are 
not entitled to Health Benefits or prescription plan. No part-time employees are entitled 
to overtime or earned compensatory time. 
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ARTICLE XXVII cont'd 
R The County shall be responsible for printing, in booklet form, this Collective Bargaining 
Agreement within 60 days ofi its execution of the parties. The costs of jmntiftg: will be 
shared equally by the parties. At least 2,000 copies shall be supplied to Council #10. 
G. Effective upon the signing qjf Ms Agrd^iicnt, the County will require ,a bargaining unit 
v member assuming the presidency of Camden Council # 10 to waive his/her full salary 
and accept an annual salary of $7,500 for the duration of the term of office. During such 
period of time, the County agrees to continue to provide that employee with all health 
benefits, including prescription and appropriate Health and Welfare contribution and to 
continue contributions on the employee's behalf to PERS, but shall be obligated to 
provide no other contractual benefits. At the conclusion of said term of office, the County 
agrees to reinstate the employee to the then current contractual salary for the employee's 
title. 
The County further agrees, effective November 1,1993, to provide Camden Council #10 
with reasonable office space for the rent of $1.00 per year in a centrally located County 
facility. 
H. All announcements for open competitive and/or promotional examinations shall be sent 
to the Union as soon as possible. 
I. Representatives of the County and Council #10 shall meet, at either party's request, to 
discuss issues associated with the sell-back of compensatory time. 
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ARTICLE XXVm 
SEPARABILITY AND SAVINGS 
Each #ijcl eve^y clause of this Agreement shall be deemed separable from dach and every other 
clau^of; this Agreement to the extent that in the event any clause or qlauses Shall be finally 
determined to Be in violation of any law, then in such event, such clause or clauses, only to the 
extent that any may be so in violation shall be deemed of no force and effect and unenforceable 
with^imp^rin|th^ validity and enforceability of the rest of the Agreement, including any and 
all provisions on the remainder of any clause, sentence, or paragraph in which offending 
lahgu&|efhiay appear. 
ARTICLE XXIX 1 , 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
A. The County of Camden hereby retains and reserves unto itself, without limitation, all 
powers, rights, authority, duties and responsibilities conferred upon ancf vested in it prior 
r
 v to the signing of this Agreement by the laws and constitution of the State of New Jersey 
1 and of the United States, including, but without limiting the generality oif the foregoing, 
the following rights: ; - ^ ,^ 
h The executive management administrative control of tlfeCounty government and 
its properties and facilities and activities of its emp!oyees4>y utilizing personnel, 
methods, and means of the most appropriate and efficient manner possible as may 
from time to time be determined by the County. 
2. To make rales of procedure and conduct, to use improved methods and 
equipment, to determine work schedules and shifts, to decide the number of 
employees needed for any particular time, and to be in sole charge of the quality 
and quantity of work required. 
3. The right of management to make, maintain and amend such reasonable rules and 
regulations as it may from time to time deem best for the purposes of maintaining 
order, safety, and/or the effective operation of the Department after advance 
notice thereof to the employees to require compliance by the employees is 
recognized. 
4. To hire all employees, and subject to the provisions of law, to determine their 
qualifications and conditions of continued employment, or assignment, and to 
promote and transfer employees. 
5. To suspend, demote, discharge, or take any other appropriate disciplinary action 
against any employee for good and just cause according to law. 
6. To layoff employees in the event of lack of work or funds or under conditions 
where continuation of such work would be inefficient and non-productive. 
7. The County reserves the right with regard to all other conditions of employment 
not reserved to make such changes as it deems desirable and necessary for the 
efficiency and effective operation of the Department. 
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ARTICLE XXIX cont'd 
B. In the exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authority, duties and responsibilities of the 
County,; the adoption of policies, i^les, jnsgulat^ theiurtherance 
. . ^hereof, and the use of judgment aadd^^ 
, .only to the specific and express terms of this Apeegi^l.and then only to the extent such 
, specific and express terpisrhereof are in Q^nfonnance ^ ith th§ Constitution and Laws of 
New Jersey and of the United States. "' •*;.;•>
 :i 
C.._ Nothing contained herein shal) be construedjtq d^ay;Pfere$tri^ t the County of its rights, 
r. responsibility state, county, or 
.,.
 v :;b local laws or regulations** : : j - {•- ,- • ••-; %n , j-:- ':•) ?A'JZ$HL : 
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ARTICLEXXX 
FULLY BARGAINED AGREEMENT 
A. This Agreement represents and incorporates the complete and final understMdihg;and:i[ • 
settlement by the parties of ^ 
subject of negotiations, with the sole exception of those items contained m : ' 
correspondence between Mr. Dorf and Ms. Crangle dated August 31,1983 &d December 
2, 1983 respectively concertiiiig twelve hour shift employees; three letters BetWfeeri Ms; 
Crangle and Mr. Dodson dated September 17,1986 and a letter between Mr. BeMcK and 
Ms. Crangle dated August 27,1992 concerning the County's agreement to arrange 
parking within the City of CaMdeh, at a reduced rate, for up to 200 cars. 
B. During the term of this Agreement, neither party will be required to negotiate with 
respect to any such matter, whether or not covered by this Agreement, and whether or not 
within the knowledge or contemplation of either or both parties at the time they 
negotiated or signed this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE XXXI 
•; DURATION;A; ' 
This Agreieinentshall be in force and effect as of Ja^psry • 1, 2p03 and shall remain in effect to 
and including December 31, 2007, without any reopening dgtpnIhis Agreement shall continue in 
full force and effect from year to year thereafter, uptil? one iparty or the other gives notice, in 
Wilting, noi sooner than one hundred fifty (150) ncpi^M^then prie hundred twenty (120) days 
pripr to the expiration of this Agreement o£ a desire to^chapge, piodify jor terminate this 
Agreement-. -M , t , .,< ••• r^s. M:-:."- .' '';--> 
IN WETNESS WHEREOF, the parties hav§ hereunto set thei^hands and seals at the 
County of Camden, NewJersey on 
For the County of Camden r t : For Camden Council No. 10 ' 
Dated: kWVA 
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